A thorough representation of societies across the physical sciences, AIP and AIP member societies publish a myriad of journals to a variety of audiences. Explore some of the additional, smaller published offerings of AIP and AIP’s member societies in the NBLA reading room or online. Most member society journals will have a current issue of their newsletter in the reading room; these issues are later moved to the library stacks or the archives. Most publications are also available online and are linked below.

*Key:*
- **READING ROOM** – current issues are in the reading room, on the serials wall
- **ONLINE** – issues are online and available to all from the link
- **MEMBER ACCESS** – issues are only available online to current members of that society from the link
- **STACKS** – issues are available in the library 4th floor stacks
- **ARCHIVES** – the collection is in the archives with earlier issues—ARCHIVES will link you to the archives record, see the reference librarian for any question about past issues.

### AIP Newsletters (Division):

**AIP Annual Reports**
- READING ROOM -- [ONLINE](#) -- ARCHIVES

**AIP Employee Connection (Human Resources; previously Inside AIP)**
- READING ROOM -- ARCHIVES

**AIP History Newsletter (Center for History of Physics)**
- READING ROOM -- [ONLINE](#) -- ARCHIVES

**AIP Matters (2007–)**
- [ONLINE](#) -- ARCHIVES

**AIP Library Matters (Publishing Division)**
- [ONLINE](#) – READING ROOM -- ARCHIVES

**SPS (Sigma Pi Sigma) Radiations (Education & Manpower)**
- READING ROOM -- [ONLINE](#) -- ARCHIVES

**SPS (Society of Physics Students) OBSERVER (Education & Manpower)**
- READING ROOM -- [ONLINE](#) -- ARCHIVES
Member Society Newsletters:

ASA - Acoustical Society of America

Acoustics Today
READING ROOM -- ONLINE -- ARCHIVES

Echoes
READING ROOM -- ONLINE -- ARCHIVES

AAPM – American Association of Physicists in Medicine

AAPM Newsletter
MEMBERS ACCESS -- ARCHIVES

AAPT – American Association of Physics Teachers

eNNOUNCER
ONLINE

AAS – American Astronomical Society

AAS Bulletin
READING ROOM – STACKS -- ONLINE

AAS Newsletter
READING ROOM -- ONLINE -- ARCHIVES

HAD Newsletter [on-line only]
ONLINE -- ARCHIVES

ACA – American Crystallographic Association

ACA RefleXions
READING ROOM -- ONLINE -- ARCHIVES

International Union of Crystallography Newsletter
READING ROOM -- ONLINE -- ARCHIVES

AMS – American Meteorological Society

Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society
READING ROOM -- ONLINE
APS – American Physical Society

**APS News**
READING ROOM -- ONLINE -- ARCHIVES

**Bulletin of the American Physical Society**
READING ROOM – ONLINE -- STACKS

**CSWP Gazette (Committee on the Status of Women in Physics)**
READING ROOM -- ONLINE -- ARCHIVES

**History of Physics Newsletter (APS Forum on the History of Physics)**
ONLINE -- ARCHIVES

**Physics and Society**
ONLINE -- ARCHIVES

---

**AVS – Science & Technology of Materials, Interfaces & Processing**

**AVS Newsletter**
MEMBERS ACCESS -- ARCHIVES [1960-2010]

---

**OSA – The Optical Society**

**Optics & Photonics News**
MEMBERS ACCESS -- ARCHIVES

---

**SOR – The Society of Rheology**

**Rheology Bulletin**
READING ROOM -- ONLINE -- ARCHIVES